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Abstract 

Importance of feature selection techniques in multidimensional data 
analysis is nowadays beyond doubt. It is especially so in such learning 
tasks which are characterized by a very high dimensionality and a low 
number of learning examples . An alternative approach to well known 
and commonly used selection methods (e.g. backward, forward, step
wise) is to use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for feature 
selection investigating the whole feature set simultaneously. 

An experimental approach to feature selection suggested in the 
paper is based on so-called AIC Improvement Matrices, which describe 
the situation in the w hole feature set. Besides paying attention to AIC 
selection algorithms refer also to correlation between features in the 
data set. 

Keywords: AIC, Akaike criterion, feature selection, data sets, data 
mining. 

1 Introduction 

One of the key problems in data mining is to search the best approximating 
model g such that 

Y; = g(xi,1, Xi,2, · · ·, Xi,p, c;), (1) 



where Y is the dependent variable, x 1, x2, ... , Xp are realizations of ran
dom explanatory variables X 1 , X2, ... , Xp, r:; is a random factor and i = 
1, 2, ... ,n,. 

We assume that function g depends on some parameter f}.. We can 
consider many approximation functions, each parameterized by some fi from 
the possible parameter space _(;z_. Since we have got features to describe 
their influence on the dependent random variable Y (the target), we can 
think of selecting the best approximating model g in terms of selecting 
the best feature set to describe the target [4]. Thus each parameter fl. 
denotes some candidate feature set. However feature selection is not only 
an optima] choice of one feature set in order to describe the target in the 
best possible way. We should be aware that each modelling often faces 
problems of complexity, executability and significance. 

In this paper we propose an experimental approach to select a few 
most important features which influence the target. Our method is a com
petitive to popular forward, backward and stepwise selection methods. It 
is based on the Akaike information criterion .A.IC ([l]). Taking into 
account accuracy and complexity models with the lowest .A.IC indicator are 
supposed to have good predictive properties (see [5]). 

Although formulated on the ground of information theory, the Akaike 
information criterion is applied for different tasks, like state-space model 
selection [2], problems related to time series and regression [6], ensemble 
neural networks [10], etc. Some improvements of the original AIC criterion 
were also proposed, e.g. its bootstrap variant [9] . 

We try to cope with both - relevance to the target and predictive accu
racy - to deal with large data sets as well as controlling relations between 
foatures. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we describe the main idea 
of the contribution. N ext, in Sec. 3, we describe the so-called .A.IC matrices 
and explain their possible usefulness in variable selection. Then we present 
our main algorithm (Sec. 4) which is later illustrated on the leukemia data 
set (Sec. 5). 

2 The objective 

Let us assume a data set with n observations with a target Y (being contin
uous or discrete , e.g. binary) and q continuous variables features) given by 
a matrix Xą. We can build many models with the dependent variable Y and 
descriptive variables from the Xą, Under established criteria one can select 
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an optima! model and hence obtain some features defining this model. Ac
cording to common methodology of feature selection we can use the model 
accuracy as the performance measure (so called wrapper method). There
fore we select the model with the highest predictive accuracy and regard the 
features used by this model as the optima! features. Unfortunately each 
wrapper introduces its own bias when estimating the accuracy, i.e. why 
a wrapper taken to features selection determines the type of the model to 
be finally trained [8]. Moreover, in a large data set processing wrappers 
may be quite difficult or even impossible due to the wrapper's handicap of 
handling high dimensional data. 

The objective is to look at interactions between features and simul
taneously pay attention to descriptive properties of more than one feature 
to the target. The idea is to select the best features according to predic
tive accuracy improvement which results from adding a second feature to 
a single feature model. 

Here we use the AIC measure as a measure of a model's predictive 
accuracy. Therefore we will use regression to provide AIC indicator. The 
approach implies that the number of features q in the model should be less 
than the number of observations n. 

3 A.TC Matrices 

Let us adopt the following notation: m;j stands for a regression model 
based on the y ~ v; + Vj formula, m; denotes a regression model based on 
the y ~ v; formula and ma stands for a regression model where a model is 
described only by an intercept (i.e. y ~ l formula) . 

Let us consider a matrix of simple regression models each with a single 
descriptive feature or intercept only (Tab. 1). We call this matrix basie 
model matrix. 

Table 1: Basic model matrix 
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In this case a variable connected with a row is called the basie vari
able and a model with this variable and the intercept is built in each cell 
corresponding to this row, apart from the cells on the diagonal which are 
filled by simple target ~ intereept models. Now we add a variable corre
sponding to a column to each model existing in the basie model matrix. 
We receive the so-called full model matrix (Tab. 2) . 

m2,n-l m2,n 

ffin-1,2 ffin-1 mn-1,n 
7nn,l mn,2 mn,n-1 

Table 2: Full model matrix 

The full model matrix is symmetrical since model m ;,j is identical with 
mj,i for each i,j, i-:/= j. 

Let us calculate the AIC over the proposed models. Assume that AIC;j 
stands for an AIC of a regression model based on the y ~ v; + Vj formula; 
AIC; denotes AIC of a regression model based on the y ~ v; formula and 
AICo eąuals to AIC for the regression model based on the y ~ l formula. 

The AIC matrix corresponding to full model matrix will be called a full 
AIC matrix, whereas AIC matrix corresponding to basie model matrix will 
be called a basie AIC matrix. Both matrices are presented in Table 3 and 
4. 

AICn-1,2 AICn-1 AICn-1,n 

Table 3: AIC for full model matrix 

Each AIC index tells us how "good" is the model. In particular, AIC; 
gives information about a "predictive goodness" of feature v; , AICo tells 
about a predictive accuracy of the model with the intercept , which is a 
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AICn-1 AICo 
AICo 

Table 4: AIC for basie model matrix 

mean of a target, whereas AICi,j shows how good are predictive properties 
of features v; and Vj in describing the dependent variable. 

If after adding a variable to the existing model AIC of the new model 
gets !ower, then it means that this new variable has a positive impact on 
describing the target together with the existing variable. We can say this 
new variable "helps" the previous variable. The lower is the new AIC 
(in comparison to the AIC of the previous model), the better predictive 
progress has been made. Taking the foregoing into account we can consider 
two kinds of AIC predictive accuracy improvement: 

• absolute improvement 

AIAic = AIC(basic model) - AIC(full model), (2) 

• relative improvement 

RIAIC _ AIC(basic model) - AIC(full model) (3) 
- AIC(basic model) · 

Let us consider a matrix AIAIC containing the following elements: 

Aif':f c = AICi - AIC;,j for i =/= j 

and 
AI-{':fc = AICi -AICo. 

Analogously, we can construct a matrix RIAIC . If given nondiagonal 
element in AIAIC or R'IAIC is positive then variables corresponding to 
that element's coordinates describe the target better than a single variable 
corresponding to the row coordinate. According to the sign of diagonal 
elements we can distinguish two kinds of variables: 
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• if AI-tj-C (or RI-tj-C) is positive then we will call v; a strong vari
able , 

• if ,41AIC (or RIAIC) is negative then we will call v; a weak vari-
i,i t, t 

able. 

A strong variable can describe the target better than only an intercept, 
whereas a weak variable cannot do this . However, it is possible that a weak 
variable describes the target fairly well together with other variable. 

Experimental methods are based on a conjecture that if each two fea
tures from some feature set F have good predictive accuracy, then F might 
have good predictive accuracy too. For example, having F = {v;,Vj,vk} 
with RIAIC being positive for each pair, we may expect that a model based 
on the features from F would have good predictive accuracy. 

4 Filtering the most helpful features 

Since the data size is huge ( thousands or hundreds of features) a model 
cannot be directly applied to the whole data set. We pay attention on 
the AIC improvement as a generał result of developing model with two 
variables in comparison with the model with a sinle variable. We carne up 
with that methodology not only for the reason of a very good and intuitive 
matrix representation of two variable models, but the conjecture that it is 
possible to "approximate" the predictive accuracy of multivariable model 
by predictive accuracy of many bivariable models. Being more precise, if 
we consider many bivariable models on the basis of some feature set ( every 
combination of two features appears) which all have a positive predictive 
accuracy improvement (adding second feature to the first ]ower the AIC), 
the multivariable model based on the whole feature set may present good 
predictive accuracy too. 

The algorithm goes forward starting from a single feature and adding 
another features. Thus an important question arises : Which feature to 
choose as the starting one? It is so important because the first feature 
selection determines (at least to a certain degree) further variables . Hence 
the first feature should be chosen as good as possible both with respect to 
the target and to other features. 

Below we propose three selection methods: 

1. the best column sum in ,41AIC (or RIAIC) matrix; 
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2. the best column sum in AIAIC (or RIAIC) matrix among only those 
columns which have the maxima! number of positive elements; 

3. the best element on the diagonal. 

Using the first approach we indicate a feature which generates the high
est usefulness in all feature sets. The second method starts from the pres
election of features that can bring profit to the highest number of all other 
features (positive elements), and then marks out the most desired one (the 
best column sum). According to the third approach we simply choose the 
strongest feature among all available. 

Let us adopt the following notation: FF will denotes a finał feature set 
(i .e. a set containing finally selected features), FL will stand for a features 
left set (i.e. a set of available features we have at the beginning of each 
step of the algorithm) and FC will stand for a features candidate set (i .e. 
a set containing candidates to FF) . 

Now we are able to present the main algorithm for selecting features 
based on AIC improvement: 

Algorithm 

1. Select the first feature (using any method described above) and add 
this feature to FF. Mark the initial feature set without the first 
feature by F L. 

2. Repeat until F L is empty: 

• Choose feature candidates into FC as those features fe in F L 
which fulfill the following condition 

(Rif.Y;>O,Rif;J>O) V(JEFF). (4) 

• Compute the weight of each feature candidate fe E FC either 
• as 

wf}F = L (Rif,j;_ + Rif;:;) , (5) 
JEFF 

or as 
w]5F = L Rif,j;_. (6) 

JEFF 
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• Take such le E FC which has the highest candidate weight 
W~tF and add it to FF. 

fe, 

• Update F L set by excluding the selected feature le from FC, 
i.e. 

3. Return FF as the finał feature set. 

Please note, that we may consider a similar algorithm taking AIAIC 

instead of RI AIG. 

5 Illustrative example 

For better understanding let us consider the following example. 

Example 
Consider a logistic regression model for a leukemia data set with the fol
lowing features: 

leukemia.exp = {g48, g49, g50, g65, g88, g92, g98, gll2, gl33, 

gl34, gl36, g139} 

and a binary target Y. 

Table 5: leukemia.exp .AIC.perc.matrix 
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Using a mapping 

g48-+ V1, g49-+ V2, ... ' gl36-+ vu, gl39-+ V12, 

we get a matrix nzAIC (Tab. 5). Now we can calculate some useful 
measures, like: 

• Sum of nzAIC in columns (AIC.wgt.sum.col): 

1.024 1.049 0.767 0.577 1.604 0.521 1.867 

• Sum of nzAIC in rows (AIC.wgt.sum.row): 

We can interpret AIC.wgt.sum.col[i] as showing "how much variable Vi 

is helpful to other variables" while AIC .wgt.sum.row[i] tells us "how much 
other variables help variable vi''. We will select the first feature according 
to the best "AIC.wgt.sum.col" and add the feature to the finał feature set 
FF, i.e. 

FF:={vs}. 

We obtain the feature left set F L as the initial feature set without this vari
able. Since we have chosen the first feature, we start the main algorithm. 

1 st selection 

• We choose feature candidates into FC as those features fe from 
FL, which fulfill (4): 

• We compute the weight for each feature candidate fe E FC using 
formula (6) 

i_./t1i,;\\ ,\f~iU) Tf.(i.t~Hit )dv~:f.(( :w:~~ro)t ,.iJP1:t/t :th:Vr2j1f 
0.209 0.029 0.059 0.046 0.148 0.005 0.042 

• We take Je E FC to FF as a feature candidate with the highest 
candidate weight Wf}F - in this step we add v4. 

• We update F L set by excluding the selected feature le from FC, 
i.e. 
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2nd selection 

• We choose feature candidates into feature candidates set FC: 

FC:= {v1,v2,v3,v7,vs,V10,vn,v12} 

We removed VG and vg, because Rif,fC < O and RI{,[c = O. 

• We check the weight of each feature candidate fe E FC: 

• We take le E FC to FF as a feature candidate with the highest 
candidate weight w1I?~ F - in this step we add v3 . 

c, 

• We update FL set: 

3rd selection 

• We choose feature candidates into feature candidates set FC: 

• We take le E FC to FF as a feature candidate with the highest 
candidate weight w1I?~F - in this step we add v12-

c, 

FF:= {v5,v4,v3,v12}. 

• We update F L set: 

FL := {v7,vs,v10,vn}. 

4 th selection 

• We choose feature candidates into feature candidates set FC: 

FC:= {v1,vs,v10,vn} 
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• We take Je E FC to FF as a feature candidate with the highest 
candidate weight Wf~F - in this step we add v10. 

c, 

FF:= { V5, V4, V3, V12, V10}. 

• We update F L set: 

FL:= {v1,vs,vn}. 

Following the algorithm we finally receive 

Now let us develop severa! models: 

1. Full model without filtering features according to AIC 
- leukemia.exp.full: y-g48 + g49 + g50 + g65 + g92 + g98 + gl12 + 
g133 + g134 + gl36 + gl39, 

2. Model leukemia.exp.full with backward step procedure 
- leukemia.exp.full.back: y-g50 + g65 + gl34 + gl39, 

3. Full model based on the features selected by the AIC algorithm 
- leukemia.exp.AIC.full: y-g88 + g65 + g50 + gl39 + gl34 + g98 + 
g112 + gl36 , 

4. Model leukemia.exp.AIC.full with backward step procedure 
- leukemia.exp .AIC.full.back: y~g88 + g65 + g50 + g139 + gl34. 

The results obtained for these four models are summarized in Tab. 5. 

leukerriia.exp.full. back 
leukemia.exp.AIC.ftdl o O 31.888 

leukemia.exp.AIC.full.back 5 5 3 (g88, g50, gl34) 28.682 

We can see (Tab.5) that the AIC feature selection improved the model's 
AIC. The full model with AIC selection (i.e. Model 3) has even better AIC 
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than the first model with backward selection (i.e. Model 2). The backward 
selection applied to the third model has not only stil! improved the AIC 
index and reduced the dimensionality but has also made the coefficients 
significant. 

6 Conclusions 

A method suggested in this paper was prepared as an alternative to tra
ditional selection methods especially for situations with multidimensional 
data. The most difficult problem we have to face in the project is a possible 
conflict between AIC minimization and improving significance of models ' 
coefficients (the best models may appear as models with insignificant coeffi
cients), since such model is completely useless for prediction. Both criteria 
are not independent and in some situations may lead to opposite conclu
sions: F-statistic value for testing assessment on two models (full model 
versus reduced) can be low which means that the reduced model is supe
rior to the full one, while - in the other hand - AIC Juli - AICreduced is 
below zero which indicates that the full model is superior ([3], pp. 27-28) . 
This undesired paradox definitely needs to be elaborated. 
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